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Introduction

Left to right: Alpha and Beta Centauri, brown dwarfs (top) and Mira (bottom), Antares, 

Supernova 1987A

Nothing lives for ever. Stars are born; stars die. Fortunately, some stars live long enough for life 

to develop on their planets. Even the stars that don’t live long enough to support life contribute 

by make the heavy elements out of which Earth-like planets are made. Stars brilliant, rare and 

ephemeral; stars dim, common and nearly eternal; this is their story.

Star Formation

Stars are big balls of hydrogen gas, so they must form in places where hydrogen is just lying 

about, waiting to 

be compressed 

into stars. It is not 

hard to see where 

these places must 

be: they are mostly 

the arms of spiral 

galaxies, where the 

gas is squeezed 

into vast clouds, 

the nebulae.

A nebula ( plural 
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nebulae) contains mostly hydrogen and helium gas with about 1% microscopic dust particles 

called dust. The composition of the dust is poorly known but is undoubtedly a combination of 

carbon, silicates (rock), and ice. While hydrogen and helium are transparent to light, the dust 

absorbs visible light. If the cloud is dense enough, no light at all can pass through the cloud; it 

becomes opaque, like Barnard 68, shown in Fig. 1. It is in these dark nebulae that star formation 

takes place.

Gravity is the force that drives the process. Gravity is constantly trying to pull the gas and dust 

together. The process begins when a small clump in the nebula begins to collapse under the force 

of gravity. The whole cloud may be a light-year across; the clump may be only a thousandth that 

size. Typically, many clumps form simultaneously in the cloud leading to the formation of a star 

cluster.

The collapse is resisted by the gas pressure. As the clump collapses under the force of gravity, the 

temperature and gas pressure increase. It is like pumping air into a tire; as the gas density in-

creases, the temperature and pressure rises. The increased gas pressure resists the force of grav-

ity and for a while the wholeprocess is in danger of being stalled. It is at this stage that the dust 

plays a critical role. The dust radiates infrared light. Although the cloud is opaque to visible light, 

the long-wavelength infrared light given off by the dust easily escapes the cloud. In this way, the 

dust cools the cloud and allows the collapse to proceed. Indeed, without the dust, star formation 

is much more difficult.

The clump collapses into something the size of a solar system in about 100,000 years, practically 

instantaneously in astronomical time. At the beginning, the clump will be spinning slowly, the 

result of random motions. As the clump contracts, it spins faster and faster and flattens out to 

form a flat, spinning disk called a solar nebula. It is like a figure skater who spins faster and 

faster as she draws her arms in toward her body. In physicist-speak, this is a consequence of the 

conservation of angular momentum. 

Ultimately, the temperature in the center of the disk rises and the density becomes great enough 

that the gas is no longer transparent to even infrared light. The gas pressure now rises to a value 

where it can resist the contractive force of gravity. At this point, the collapse stops and the star is 

formed. At this point, the star has no energy source other than the heat of collapse, which comes 

from the gravitational force. Such a young star is called a protostar.
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Four different histories

What happens after the protostar stage depends on the mass of the star. Four this purpose, stars 

can be divided into four classes: brown dwarfs, red dwarfs, low-mass stars, and high-mass stars. 

The approximate range of masses are shown in the table, where Msun is the mass of the Sun. Also 

shown are the corresponding spectral classes. Stars are spectral type A include both low-mass 

and high-mass stars. 

Brown dwarfs < 0.08 Msun L, T, Y

Red dwarfs 0.08 – 0.4 Msun M

Low-mass stars 0.4 – 8 Msun F, G, K

High-mass stars > 8 Msun O & B

Brown dwarfs

Brown dwarfs in essence never get much beyond the protostar stage. The energy source for pro-

tostars is the slow gravitational contraction of the star as it cools. In stars like the Sun, it eventu-

ally gets hot enough in the center to trigger the process of nuclear fusion, whereby hydrogen is 

turned into helium. This temperature is about 10 million K. In brown dwarfs, however, the cen-

tral temperature never reaches this threshhold. In red dwarf stars, what happens is that as the star 

contracts, its central temperature increases in order to maintain the gas pressure. In brown 

dwarfs, however, the contraction is stopped by the electrons. Electrons (as we will see later when 

we turn to white dwarfs) resist being squeezed beyond a certain point. By stopping the contrac-

tion, the electrons prevent the central temperature from reaching the necessary temperatures for 

the fusion of hydrogen.

This is not to say that no fusion at all takes place. Deuterium, the heavy isotope of hydrogen, 

fuses at a much lower temperature. Brown dwarfs will get hot enough to begin the fusion of deu-

terium, but because deuterium is a rare form of hydrogen, not much energy is produced this way. 

After the deuterium is exhausted, fusion ceases, and the brown dwarf slowly cools off.

When the brown dwarf is young, it is still hot enough to give off infrared light, by which it can be 

seen. As time goes on, however, the surface temperature gets cooler and cooler until the star be-

comes nearly invisible. Recently, advances in infrared telescopes have enabled astronomers to 
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see old, cool brown dwarfs, whose surfaces are about as warm as a cup of coffee. A new spectral 

type, Y, has been assigned to these extremely weak stars.

By the way, brown dwarfs aren’t brown. If you could see one, a young brown dwarf would look 

red. An older, cooler brown dwarf (type Y) would be dark. If it had a normal star as a companion, 

it would shine by reflected light like a gas giant planet.

Red Dwarfs

A “real” star is one that gets hot enough in the center for nuclear fusion of hydrogen to begin. 

The technical name for such is a star is a main sequence star, as we saw in the last chapter. The 

coolest and least massive main sequence stars are the M-dwarfs, popularly called the red dwarfs. 

Oddly enough, they aren’t really red to look at; in the telescope they are more orange-yellow.

A red dwarf is massive enough that its core temperature reaches the critical value of 10 million K, 

at which point fusion of hydrogen into helium begins. The minimum mass necessary is about 80 

Jupiter masses or 0.08 solar masses, about a twelfth the mass of the Sun. Among the main se-

quence stars, the lowest mass stars are by far the most common; consequently there are more red 

dwarf stars than any other kind. Indeed, more that half of the stars in the galaxy are red dwarfs; 

they are truly the common people of the star world. In other words, the life story of the red dwarfs 

is the usual life story of stars.

Like all stars, red dwarfs go through a protostar phase. For red dwarfs, this stage can actually 

last tens of millions of years. By the time red dwarfs begin their main sequence lives, OB stars of 

the same age have already gone through their entire main sequence life. 

Main sequence

The main sequence stage begins when hydrogen fusion commences in the center of the star. In 

this process, four protons come together in several steps to form a helium-4 nucleus containing 

two protons and two neutrons. Along the way, two of the original protons must change into neu-

trons. Here is where the weak force makes its contribution to humanity, for only the weak force 

can turn protons into neutrons. A by product of this process in the production of neutrinos. Neu-

trinos produced in the center of the Sun have been detected here on Earth; neutrinos provide a 

way of looking into the very center of the Sun
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An important characteristic of nuclear fusion is that the efficiency of the process is highly sen-

stive to temperature. Consequently, fusion is a slow process for the stars that are barely hot 

enough in their cores to support it — that is to say, fusion in red dwarfs proceeds slowly. This fact 

has two consequences. First, since the rate of energy production is low, the star’s luminosity is 

low: the star shines weakly. This situation is dramatically illustrated by the fact that although red 

dwarfs are common in the Sun’s neighborhood, not a single one can be seen with the unaided 

eye. Second, since the star’s hydrogen is used up slowly, the star continues to shine for hundreds 

of billions if not trillions of years. That is to say, no red dwarf that has yet been born anywhere in 

the Universe has even come close to using up its hydrogen fuel and moving on to the next stage.

White dwarf
The interior of a red dwarf is boiling like a pot of water. It technical jargon, it is completely con-

vective. The convection is continually mixing up the interior of the star, so that when it runs out 

of hydrogen, it runs out of hydrogen all through the star. At that point, fusion ceases. We shall 

see that the situation is quite different in more massive stars, where there is still hydrogen in the 

outer layers when the hydrogen is used up in the middle.

When fusion ceases, the stars begins to slowly cool and contract. At this point, the star is made 

100% of helium. When the star shrinks by about a factor of ten, the electrons begin to resist fur-

ther contraction. Electrons have the property that they cannot be squeezed together beyond a 

certain point. Physicists have a curious name for this phenomenon: electron degeneracy pres-
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sure. The consequence of this quantum mechanical phenomenen is that after the star shrinks to 

about the size of the Earth, it stabilizes and ceases to contract. The electron pressure, not gas 

pressure, is now supporting the star against the force of gravity. When the star reaches this point 

it becomes a white dwarf. In this stage, the star as not producing energy; instead, it is gradually 

cooling off. It will continue to shine because of its residual heat for billions of years, gradually 

getting cooling and dimmer until it fades into invisibility.

This is not, however, the source of the white dwarfs that we see today in the galaxy, since no red 

dwarf will reach this stage for hundreds of billions of years to come, apart from rare instances 

when it has a close interaction with a neighbor star. The white dwarfs that exist today are dead 

low-mass stars.

Low-mass (sun-like) stars

Low-mass stars are sun-like stars. They range in mass from 0.8 to 8 times the mass of the Sun. 

Since this group includes the Sun, and since sun-like stars are the most likely hosts of life-

bearing planets, the life history of these stars is of particular interest.

Low-mass stars, like red dwarfs, begin with the protostar and main-sequence stages. The main-

sequence stage for thes stars last billions of years: a star the mass of the Sun is in the main-

sequence stage for 10 billion years. During this period the star gradually gets brighter and 

brighter. The reason for this is twofold. First, these stars have convection only in the outer layers. 

The core of the star is stable; it’s not boiling. As a result, the gas in the center does not mix with 

the outer layers which are still rich in hydrogen. As time goes on, there is more helium and less 

hydrogen in the center of the star. This change in composition has the effect of causing the tem-

perature to go up. The reason is that the gas pressure must be maintained in order to resist the 

compressive force of gravity. Since each helium nucleus that is created replaced four protons, the 

number of particles in the core gradually goes down. The only way the star can maintain the pres-

sure while having fewer particles is for the temperature to go up. Since the rate of energy produc-

tion is very sensitive to temperature, the luminosity of the star steadily increases. By the end of its 

main-sequence life, the star is about twice as bright as it was at the beginning. In the case of the 

Sun, do you suppose this will have an effect on the Earth?

Unlike the red dwarfs, sun-like stars go through several additional stages after the main-sequence 

stage before ending up as white dwarfs.
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Stage

1 Protostar

2 Main sequence

3 Red giant

4 “Yellow giant”

5 “Red giant 2”

6 Planetary nebula

7 White dwarf (carbon)

Red giant
The main-sequence stage ends when hydrogen is exhausted in the center of the star. There is still 

some hydrogen in the outer part of the core as well as in the upper layers of the star; the center is 

now mostly helium. With the hydrogen in the center used up, fusion ceases, triggering a massive 

rearrangement of the structure of the star.

When energy production in the center of the star ceases, you would expect the temperature in 

the center in drop. Surprisingly, exactly the opposite occurs. The reason is that gravity starts to 

compress the gas in the core, causing the temperature to go up until the gas pressure can halt the 

gravatational contraction. Incredibly, during the main-sequence stage, fusion actually lowers the 

central temperature, exactly contrary to what common sense would seem to dictate!

The temperatue increase affects the entire core. As a result, fusion is ignited in the area just 

above the core, where previously it wasn’t hot enough for fusion to take place. There is now a 

shell around the inert core where hydrogen fusion is taking place. Because the temperature has 

increased, the rate of energy production also has increased; that is, the luminosity of the star has 

increased. The star becomes tens or hundreds of times brighter.

As a consequence of the increase in luminosity,  the outer layers expand in order to radiate the 

additional energy. For complicated reasons, when the star expands, its surface temperature 

drops. That is to say, the star has become a red giant. This stage in the life of sun-like stars in the 

origin of most of the stars in the red giant region of the HR diagram.
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The red giant stage lasts about a tenth as long as the main-sequence stage. For the Sun, whose 

main sequence stage lasts 10 billion years, the red giant stage lasts 1 billion years. This shorter 

lifetime means that red giant stars are about one-tenth as common as main-sequence stars of the 

same mass. 

“Yellow Giant” (Horizontal Branch) Stage
During the red giant stage, the center of the star is made of helium (plus 1-2% heavy elements). 

Helium is resistant to the process of fusion. In point of fact, two helium nuclei will not stick to-

gether, no matter how hard they try. This is why during the red giant stage, no fusion takes place 

in the center of the star. 

Just is in the main-sequence stage, the core temperature gradually increases during the red giant 

stage. When the temperature in the center reaches 100 million K, helium begins to fuse through 

the triple-alpha process, where three helium nuclei come together at the same time to produce a 

carbon-12 nucleus. (The alpha particle is an old name for the helium-4 nucleus.) This is why 

carbon-12 is by far the most abundant isotope of helium in the Universe. Most of the carbon in 

your body was produced in yellow giants that lived long ago. 

When fusion restarts in the star’s center, the core expands to prevent the temperature from ris-

ing still more. The temperature in the hydrogen fusing layer drops and the luminosity of the star 

goes down. In response, the outer layers contract and heat up, just the opposite of what happens 

in the red giant phase.

This core helium-fusing stage is what I refer to as the “yellow giant” stage, as these stars are 

hotter than red giants. The technical name, however, is horizontal branch stage. This term 

comes from the HR diagram of globular star clusters, where these stars form a horizontal band to 

the left of the red giants. Being horizontal means they all have about the same luminosity. We 

have already met one kind of horizontal branch star: the RR Lyrae variable stars, which, you may 

recall, all have the same average luminosity.

Helium is a less efficient source of energy than is hydrogen, so even though the luminosity of the 

star has gone down, the star uses up the helium fuel quickly. The yellow giant stage lasts only 

about one-tenth as long as the red giant stage; for the Sun, about 100 million years

“Red Giant 2” or AGB Stage
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When helium fusion ceases in the center of the star, a sequence of events is triggered that mimics 

what occurred at the end of the main sequence stage. The  core contracts and the temperature 

rises until fusion of helium is triggered in a shell around the core. There is still a shell where hy-

drogen is fusing on top of that. Because of the increase of temperature, the rate of fusion in-

creases and the luminosity of the star rises again. The outer layers of the star expand and the sur-

face temperature drops. The star is now up to 10,000 times as luminous as the Sun and hundreds 

of times larger. When the Sun reaches this stagc in about 6 billion years, it will likely swallow up 

the Earth.

I’m calling this stage the red supergiant stage because the star is bigger and brighter than it was 

in the red giant stage. In the H-R diagram, these stars will appear on a band above and paralelling 

the red giant branch. For this reason, astronomers actually call these stars asymptotic branch 

stars (AGB stars for short). Whatever you call it, this is the last stage in the life of a low-mass star 

where fusion takes place. The carbon core never reaches the temperature which would initiate 

the fusion of carbon. With its energy stores exhausted, the star begins to die.

Planetary Nebula
The red supergiant stage lasts for an even shorter time than the yellow giant stage, a few million 

years at most. The star is now so bloated that its outer layers are only weakly held by the star’s 

gravity and they start to blow away. Gradually, more and more of the outer envelope of the star is 

lost until the naked core is exposed. The result is a planetary nebula. The exposed core has a high 

surface temperature of 100,000K or more, meaning that it emits copious UV light. The ultravio-

let light causes the gas to glow, the process of fluorescence. After a few thousand years (a blink of 

the eye in the life of the star) the nebula disperses and the remnant star begins to cool down.

White dwarf
As the star cools, gravity begins to win its long-standing battle with the gas pressure, causing the 

star to contract to an ever smaller size. The star would be crushed out of existence entirely except 

that a new player takes part in the action: the electrons. For billions of years, the electrons have 

been in the background. They were not involved in nuclear fusion and have served only to bal-

ance the positive electric charges of the protons and helium nuclei. Now the electrons come into 

their own. For reasons having to do with the laws of quantum mechanics (beyond the scope of 

this text), electrons resist being squeezed together past a certain point. Physicists refer to this 

phenomemon as electron degeneracy pressure. When the star has contracted to a sphere about 
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the size of the Earth, the electron pressure is strong enought to balance gravity and the star stabi-

lizes. A star that has reached this point is called a white dwarf. This is the origin of the white 

dwarfs we found on the H-R Diagram. 

The basic properties of white dwarfs were worked out by a young Indian physicist, S. 

Chandrasekhar, while an a month-long voyage from India to England in 1930 at the age of 20.He 

discovered that they have a strange property: if you add matter to a white dwarf, it gets smaller 

rather than larger, because the increased mass makes gravity stronger. In addition, he found that 

if you add enough matter, the white dwarf will collapse, because the electron pressure can no 

longer resist the force of gravity. (What happens after that we’ll find out in the next chapter.) In 

other words, white dwarfs have a maximum mass. That mass, known as the Chandrasekhar 

limit, is 1.4 times the mass of the Sun. There are no white dwarfs weighing more than that. 

Chandrasekhar, known affectionately as Chandra, eventually became a professor at the Univer-

sity of Chicago, where he taught for 50 years and became the most widely respected astrophysi-

cist in the U.S. He won the Nobel Prize in physics in 1983. This writer had the pleasure of hearing 

him speak when he was at college and rcealls how the whole room fell silent as he entered. One of 

the NASA “Great Observatories”, the Chandra X-ray telescope, was named after him.

The proper motion of Sirius A, 1844—2008, showing its motion being 

deflected by its companion Sirius B.
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The first white dwarf star to be discovered was the companion of Sirius, Sirius B. (Sirius is re-

ferred to as Sirius A in this context.) It was discovered in this way. All stars are moving through 

space, but they are so far away that their motion is scarcely noticeable. This motion is referred to 

as proper motion. Nearby stars seem to move more rapidly than distant stars, so the proper mo-

tion of nearby stars like Sirius are easier to see. Sirius’s motion, however, was odd; itstead of 

moving in a straight line, it moved in a wavy path. The only explanation was that it had a compan-

ion that was tugging on it even as the two stars orbited around each other, but no companion 

could be seen for about 20 years. When the companion was finally discovered, it was found to be 

10,000 times fainter than Sirius B, which explained why it was so hard to see. Yet, it appeared to 

be hot, about the same temperature as Sirius A. The only way a star can be hot but faint is to be 

very small. Sirius B must have the mass of  the Sun compressed into a ball the size of the Earth. 

Prior to Chandra, no one could understand how that was possible. A teaspoon of white dwarf ma-

terial would weigh several tons on Earth and be so heavy that the ground could not support it; it 

was sink to the center of the Earth.

Sirius A and B (Hubble Space Telescope)
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STELLAR EVOLUTION AND STAR CLUSTERS

Star clusters provide an ideal place to see stellar evolution in action because all the stars in the 

cluster are essentially the same age. As the cluster and its stars age, there are fewer and fewer 

high-mass main sequence stars and more red giants and white dwarfs. The age of the cluster can 

be determined by noting the mass of the most massive stars still in the main-sequence stage. This 

point is called the turn-off point. The older the cluster, the farther down the main sequence the 

turn-off point is. 

The turn-off point is the temperature of the hottest stars that are still in the main sequence 

stage; it tells you how old the cluster is.
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The H-R diagram below shows open and globular clusters of different ages. NGC 2362 is a very 

young cluster, about 6 million years old; M67 is a ver old cluster, about 6 billion years old. Globu-

lar clusters are even older, 10 billion years or more. On the right is shown the age of the cluster 

given its turn-off point. (Reminder: 106 is a million, 109 is a billion.)

The turn-off points of various open star clusters showing their different ages. Which cluster is 

the oldest?

DISTANCES OF STAR CLUSTERS

Once the H-R diagram of a star cluster has been put together, the distance to the cluster can be 

determined using the inverse square law. If you are just observing a single star, the inverse square 

law won’t tell you the distance because you don’t know what the absolute brightness is. In the 

case of a cluster, however, all the stars are at essentially the same distance from the Sun; there-

fore, the stars that have the greatest apparent brightness have the greatest absolute brightness. 
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That means that the H-R diagram of the cluster, in which apparent brightness is plotted against 

temperature, will show the same pattern as the ideal H-R diagram for all stars, in which absolute 

brightness is plotted against temperature. The difference is that the brightnesses will all be 

smaller by the same factor, depending on how far away the cluster is. In particular, the H-R dia-

gram reveals which stars in the cluster are main sequence stars. Since for main sequence stars, 

the absolute brightness is determined by the temperature, we know the absolute brightnesses of 

main sequence stars in the cluster. Comparing the apparent brightness with the absolute bright-

ness and using the inverse square law tells us the distance. Distances determined this way are 

called spectroscopic parallaxes, although they are “parallaxes” only in the sense that they 

measure the distance to the stars.
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